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Query-Dependent Clip Retrieval

and Video Summarization
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Abstract—This paper proposes a new approach and algorithm
for the similarity measure of video clips. The similarity is mainly
based on two bipartite graph matching algorithms: maximum
matching (MM) and optimal matching (OM). MM is able to
rapidly filter irrelevant video clips, while OM is capable of
ranking the similarity of clips according to visual and granularity
factors. We apply the similarity measure for two tasks: retrieval
and summarization. In video retrieval, a hierarchical retrieval
framework is constructed based on MM and OM. The validity
of the framework is theoretically proved and empirically verified
on a video database of 21 h. A query-dependent clip segmen-
tation algorithm is also proposed to automatically locate the
potential boundaries of clips in videos. In video summarization, a
graph-based clustering algorithm, incorporated with the proposed
similarity measure, is adopted to detect the highlighted events
reported by different newscasts.

Index Terms—Clip similarity, query-based segmentation, hier-
archical video retrieval, summarization.

I. INTRODUCTION

DUE TO THE drastic advances in multimedia and Internet
applications, more effective techniques for video retrieval

and summarization are in increasing demand. One critical com-
ponent in these techniques is the similarity measure of visual in-
formation. While the issues in shot-based similarity have been
intensively addressed for retrieval, clustering, and summariza-
tion, clip-based similarity remains a difficult problem that has
not yet been fully exploited. In this paper, we propose a hierar-
chical framework based on the bipartite graph matching algo-
rithms for the similarity filtering and ranking of video clips.

A shot is a series of frames with continuous camera motion,
while a clip is a series of shots that are coherent from the narra-
tive as well as the users point of view. Depending on the types
of video genre being considered, a clip is normally referred to as
“scene” [2], [3], “story” [10], [14], [27], and “news story” [8]. In
[2] and [3], a scene is defined as a collection of consecutive shots
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which are related by some spatial context. The context can be an
event, activity, or a physical location. In [14], a story is a single
dramatic event that comprises shots taken by a small number of
related cameras, while, in [10], story (or, more precisely, logical
story unit) is an approximation of a movie episode. In [8], a news
story is defined as a segment of news broadcast with a coherent
news focus containing at least two independent and declarative
clauses. In this paper, we do not attach any specific constraint to
the definition of clip. The exact definition depends on the type
of a given query. Clip can be a superset of scene, story, and news
story, where the underlying shots are captured in one or different
physical locations by various (related and unrelated) cameras.
A clip, like scene, story, and news story, usually conveys one
meaningful event. Basically, shot-based retrieval is useful for
tasks such as the detection of known objects and certain kinds
of videos like sports. For most general videos, retrieval based
on a single shot may not be practical, since a shot itself is only
a part of an event and does not convey the full story. For most
casual users, query-by-clip is definitely more concise and con-
venient than query-by-shot.

Existing approaches in clip-based retrieval include [1], [5],
[6], [7], [9], [11]–[13], [15], [16], [18], [24], and [25]. Some
research has focused on the rapid identification of similar clips
[6], [7], [11], [13], [18], while others emphasize the similarity
ranking of videos clips [1], [5], [9], [12], [15], [16], [24], [25].
In [6], [7], and [13], fast algorithms are proposed by deriving
signatures to represent the clip contents. The signatures are ba-
sically the summaries or global statistics of low-level features
in clips. The similarity of clips depends on the distance be-
tween signatures. Global signatures are suitable for matching
clips with almost identical content but little changes due to com-
pression, formatting, or minor editing in spatial or temporal do-
main. One successful example is the high accuracy and speed in
retrieving commercial clips from large video databases [13].

The similarity ranking of clips, in general, is built upon
the shot-based retrieval. Besides relying on shot similarity,
clip similarity is also dependent on the interrelationship such
as temporal order, granularity, and interference among shots.
Granularity models the degree of one-to-one shot matching
between two clips, while interference models the percentage of
unmatched shots. Recent approaches in clip similarity ranking
include [1], [5], [9], [12], [15], [16], [24], and [25]. A brief
summary of these approaches is given in Table I. In [5], a
window is slid across the video to investigate the matched
shots. The number of matched shots in a window is put at the
center position of the window. This forms a one-dimensional
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF SOME APPROACHES IN CLIP-BASED SIMILARITY RANKING

(1-D) curve with the -axis as a shot sequence and the -axis as
the number of matches. The relevant clips are then segmented
by locating the local maxima of curve. The major disadvantage
of [5] is that the granularity, temporal order, and interference
are not taken into account. One typical example is that the
similarity of two clips with one-to-one shot matching can be
the same as two clips with one-to-many matching.

In [9], [12], and [24], shots in two clips are matched by
preserving their temporal order. For instance, [24] employs
dynamic programming to align two sequences in time order
and measures the similarity accordingly. In clip retrieval, shot
matching by time preserving, however, may not be appropriate,
since shots in different clips tend to appear in various orders
due to editing effects. Even for a commercial video, several
editions are normally available with various shot orders and
durations. In [12], a nontemporal preserving matching is also
proposed. The similarity of clips is reduced to the similarity of
two most similar shots by bidirectional matching. Nevertheless,
this approach is prone to noise and, furthermore, the similarity
ranking is ineffective since two clips can be considered similar
even if only one pair of shots is matched.

Several sophisticated approaches for clip retrieval are pro-
posed in [1], [16], and [25], where different factors including
granularity, order, and interference are taken into account. In [1],
several new edit operations (swap, fusion and break) are pro-
posed along with the parametric edit distances which consider
the weights of traditional (i.e., insert, delete, and substitute)
and video-specific operations for similarity ranking. In [16] and
[25], a cluster-based algorithm with pairwise similarity among
shots as input is employed to match similar shots. The aim of
clustering is to find a cut (or threshold) that can maximize the
centroid distance of similar and dissimilar shots. The cut value
is used to decide whether two shots should be matched. In [15],
a multilevel matching scheme is proposed to recursively mea-
sure clip similarity at shot-scene-video levels. At the shot level,
two types of representation (sequence and set) are proposed for
matching. Similar to [16] and [25], empirical thresholds are set
to find the set of matching shots. At the video level, two mea-
sures, resequence and correspondence, are used to assess the
similarity of clips. The correspondence measure can partially
evaluate the degree of granularity.

As indicated in Table I, most approaches [6], [7], [9], [12],
[15], [16], [24], [25] assume that video clips are presegmented

and always available for matching. In addition, the capabilities
of filtering irrelevant clips prior to similarity ranking are usually
not considered [5]–[7], [9], [11], [12], [15], [16], [24], [25]. Our
proposed similarity measure is in line with [16] and [25], but
with the capabilities of clip filtering and online segmentation.
Instead of adopting a cluster-based algorithm as in [16] and [25],
we formulate the problem of shot matching as a bipartite graph
matching in two stages. In the first stage, the candidate clips are
located and segmented from videos while the irrelevant clips
are rapidly filtered. In the second stage, the detailed similarity
ranking is conducted by considering the quality of matching de-
termined jointly by the granularity, temporal order, and inter-
ference factors. The major contributions of our approach are as
follows.

• Matching and filtering. We adopt two bipartite graph
matching algorithms, namely maximum matching (MM)
and optimal matching (OM), for the matching of shots in
clips. Both algorithms are constrained under one-to-one
mapping. MM, by computing the maximum cardinality of
matching, is capable of rapidly filtering irrelevant clips.
The goal of clip filtering is to rapidly prune irrelevant clips
and thus improve the speed efficiency of retrieval. With
MM, there are less video clips to be considered by OM.
OM, by optimizing the total weight of matching, is able
to rank relevant clips based on the similarity of visual and
granularity. MM and OM can thus form a hierarchical
framework for filtering and retrieval. By the definitions of
MM and OM [17], [26], the validity of the hierarchical
framework can be justified by showing that MM never
filters clips that are considered to be similar by OM.

• Similarity ranking. The clip similarity is jointly deter-
mined by visual, granularity, order, and interference
factors. While visual and granularity are measured by
OM, temporal order similarity is evaluated effectively by
dynamic programming. The measure of interference is
based on the output of OM.

• Query-dependent clip segmentation. The segmentation of
videos into clips is implicitly tailored to the content of a
query clip. Given a query and a video, a bipartite graph is
constructed by many-to-many mapping. The mapping usu-
ally results in the following properties: some shots in the
video are densely matched along the temporal dimension,
while most shots are sparsely matched or unmatched. Our
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algorithm automatically locates and segments the dense re-
gions as potential candidate clips. The boundaries of seg-
mented clips can be fine-tuned by OM.

Besides applying the proposed similarity measure for video
retrieval, we also demonstrate the effectiveness of clip simi-
larity for video summarization. Given 10 h of videos collected
from different newscasts, we adopt a graph-based clustering ap-
proach, incorporated with the proposed clip similarity, to au-
tomatically detect highlighted events and then generate sum-
maries of different time lengths.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the preprocessing steps including shot boundary detec-
tionandshotsimilaritymeasure.SectionIIIpresents theproposed
clip-based similarity measurement by MM and OM. Section IV
justifies the validity of the hierarchical video retrieval framework
formed by MM and OM. The algorithm for online video clip seg-
mentation is also presented. Section V describes the application
of clip similarity for video summarization. Section VI shows ex-
perimental results, while Section VII concludes this paper.

II. VIDEO PREPROCESSING

Preprocessing includes shot boundary detection, key-frame
representation, and shot similarity measure. All processing is
carried out in the compressed video domain. The information
of shots and key frames are stored and indexed in a database for
clip-based retrieval. We adopt the detector in [19] for the parti-
tioning of videos into shots. The detector can locate as well as
classify cuts, wipes, and dissolves. Motion-based analysis in [20]
is then employed for compact video representation. Basically,
key frames are selected and constructed adaptively from shots
based on motion content. For instance, a sequence with pan is
representedbyapanoramickey frame(mosaic),whilea sequence
withzoomisrepresentedbytwoframesbeforeandafter thezoom.
This scheme is also similar to the compact shot representation in
[2] and [3] for scene representation and clustering.

Let the key frames of a shot be and the sim-
ilarity between two shots is defined as

(1)

where

The similarity function is the color his-
togram intersection1 of two key frames and . The
function returns the second largest similarity value among
all pairs of key-frame comparisons. The disadvantage of using
color histograms is that two key frames will be considered
similar as long as they have similar color distribution, even
though their contents are different. To increase robustness,
we require at least two pairs of key frames with similar color

1Histogram normalization is a problem when intersecting key frames of dif-
ferent sizes. We use the scheme in [20] where the result of intersection is nor-
malized by the size of the smaller image.

histograms. Notice that and cannot remedy the lack of
spatial information in histogram comparison. Indeed, is used
to moderate the similarity value . The histogram is repre-
sented in hue, saturation, and value (HSV) color space. Hue is
quantized into 18 bins, while saturation and value are quantized
into three bins respectively. The quantization provides 162
(18 3 3) distinct color sets. In our approach, the content
of a shot is characterized based on motion as in [20]. A short
shot with different camera motions, for instance, can have more
key frames than a long shot with no motion or single camera
motion. Therefore, the similarity measurement is not biased
when comparing a very short shot with similar color content to
a long shot, although shot length is not taken into account.

III. CLIP-BASED SIMILARITY MEASURE

The similarity is based mainly on MM and OM. Both MM
and OM are classical matching algorithms in graph theory [17],
[26]. MM computes the maximum cardinality matching in an
unweighted bipartite graph, while OM optimizes the maximum
weight matching in a weighted bipartite graph.

A. Notation

For the ease of understanding, we use the following notations
in the remainder of this paper.

• Let be a query clip with shots and
represents a shot in .

• Let be the th video clip with
shots in a video and is a shot in .

• Let represents a bipartite graph con-
structed by and . is the vertex set while

is the edge set. For an unweighted graph,
and 1 represents that there is an edge (or a

match) from shot to shot . For a weighted graph,
represents the shot similarity between and .

B. Definition

Given two set of vertices, MM aims to maximize the cardi-
nality of matching, and OM aims to optimize the total weights
of matching. The following definitions rigorously explain the
terms “matching,” “maximum cardinality matching,” and “op-
timal matching” in a bipartite graph. These definitions are fur-
ther used in Section IV-A for the verification of hierarchical re-
trieval framework.

Definition 1: Denote a bipartite graph as ;
is a match if any two edges in are not adjacent.

Definition 2: Suppose that contains the matched pairs in
and satisfies Definition 1. Then, is the maximum cardi-

nality matching if there exists no matching in such that
.

Definition 3: Let contain the matched pairs in and
satisfy Definition 1. Then, is the optimal matching in if

(2)
where

(3)
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is the sum of similarity in and is the similarity between
shot and shot .

C. Video Clip Filtering by MM

Given and , an unweighted bipartite graph is formed
by

Sim
otherwise.

(4)

The function Sim is based on (1). A threshold2 is set to de-
termine whether there is an edge from to . Since a clip is
composed of a series of shots with the same semantic, the color
content of shots are usually intercorrelated and similar. Due to
this self-similarity property, one shot in can usually match
multiple shots in . As a consequence, the mapping of shots
in is usually the many-to-many relationship. To maximize
the matching of shots between and under the one-to-one
mapping constraint, MM is used due to its effectiveness and ef-
ficiency. The output of MM is a bipartite graph with each

matches with at most one , and vice versa. Based on the
number of edges in , we can rapidly filter dissimilar video
clips while retaining only potentially relevant clips for the de-
tailed similarity ranking. In general, if only a few shots in
can match then should be considered as dissimilar to the
query clip . In our case, we define two clips as dissimilar if

, where is the number of edges in and
is the number of shots in a query clip.

We employ the maximum cardinality matching algorithm
(Kuhn algorithm) for the implementation of MM [26]. The
details are given in Algorithm 1. The computational complexity
of MM is , where is the number of vertices
(shots) and is the number of edges in .

Algorithm 1: Algorithm for Maximum Matching

1.

2. If all the vertices in have been tested, is the maximum

matching of and the algorithm ends. Otherwise, go to
step 3.

3. Find a vertex that has not been tested. Set

and .

4. Let be the set of vertices that match the vertices

in set . If cannot be assigned to . Label
as tested, and then go to step 2. Otherwise, go to step 5.

5. Randomly find a vertex .

6. If there exists a node such that , set A

, and go to step 4. Otherwise,
go to step 7.

7. Given , find adjoined to . This can be done as

.

2To ensure a high recall rate, the value of T is set as low as possible. T will
not be sensitive to the final matching since the edges of dissimilar shots will not
meet the one-to-one constraint in MM and will ultimately be filtered.

8. Given , find such that . This can be done

because and contain only the end points of edges in .

9. Repeat steps 7 and 8 until the initial vertex is found in

step 7. The result is a path from to . Such a path is
called an augmenting path of , defined by the property
that neither end points of are part of but every other
edge in belongs to . Let as the edge set of .

10. Label as tested and set , where

is a sub-graph that includes all the edges
in or but not both.

D. Video Clip Ranking

The similarity ranking is based on the visual, granularity, tem-
poral, and interference factors. These factors are mainly based
on the results of OM which enforces the one-to-one mapping
between two clips. While the visual and granularity factors are
computed directly based on the output of OM, the temporal and
interference factors are measured, respectively, by dynamic pro-
gramming and the number of matched shots.

E. OM

Based on a weighted bipartite graph formed by applying
as in (4), OM is employed to maximize the total weight of

matching under the one-to-one mapping constraint. The output
of OM is a weighted bipartite graph where one shot in

can match with at most one shot in and vice versa. The
similarity of and is assessed based on the total weight in

as follows:

(5)
where the similarity is normalized by the number of shots in
the query clip . The implementation of OM is based on the
Kuhn–Munkres algorithm [26]. The details are given in Algo-
rithm 2. The running time of OM is , where is
the total number of vertices in .

Algorithm 2: Algorithm for Optimal Matching

1. Start with the initial label of

and , where and .

2. Compute

and one matching in .

3. If contains all the vertices in is the optimal
matching

of and the algorithm ends. Otherwise, go to step 4.

4. Find a vertex that is not inside . Set

and .

5. Let be the set of vertices that matches the

vertices in set . If , then go to step 9.
Otherwise, go to step 6.
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Fig. 1. Shot matching in two clips (dotted line: initial match; solid line: final match).

6. Randomly find a vertex .

7. If there exists a node such that , set

and go to step 5. Otherwise,
go to step 8.

8. Similar to MM, we can find an augmenting path from

to . Set and go to step 3.

9. Compute ,

then construct a new label by

Compute based on .

10. Set , go to step 5.

F. Dynamic Programming (DP)

Given a bipartite graph computed by OM, the similarity
of two clips based on the temporal order of shot matching can
be formulated by DP. Denote as a cost matrix indicating the
number of shot pairs that are matched along the temporal order,
we have (6), shown at the bottom of the page, where is op-
timal matching that contains the set of matched pairs formed
by OM. The running time of (6) is , where and are,
respectively, the number of shots in and . The similarity
between two clips based on the temporal order is defined as

(7)

G. Interference Factor (IF)

The IF counts the number of unmatched shots in
. The similarity between two

clips based on IF is

(8)

Since the values of and are known, can
be computed in time.

H. Clip Similarity

Given and , the similarity is measured jointly by the
degree of granularity and visual similarity, the temporal rder
of matching, and interference factor as follows:

(9)

where are the weights of different similarity mea-
sures. The value of controls the ranking of similar video clips.
In most video retrieval related tasks, the degree of granularity
and visual similarity, which reflect the number and proximity
of matching shots, respectively, should carry more weight than
temporal order and interference factor. Thus, we set

in our exper-
iments. These values can also be set based on user preference.
Fig. 1 illustrates an example for clip similarity measure. The ini-
tial matches form a bipartite graph with many-to-many map-
ping. For instance, shots A1, A4, and A5 are matched with B6,
while shot A3 is matched with B1, B2, B4, and B5. By applying
OM, three pairs of shots are optimally matched. All matched

or
(6)
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pairs are in order and five shots remain unmatched. Assuming
that each pair has a similarity of 0.8, the visual and granularity
factor is . The similarities based on temporal order
and inference are and , respectively.

IV. VIDEO RETRIEVAL

The retrieval of video clips can be conducted by the simi-
larity measure based on OM, DP, and IF. However, since the
total complexity is for each com-
parison, the algorithm is inefficient, particularly in a large video
database. The properties of MM and OM, nevertheless, allow
us to effectively set up a hierarchical framework for efficient re-
trieval. The complexity of MM is , where

is for similarity computation and in the worst
case. Notice that is usually smaller than after applying
(4). MM can be employed to efficiently filter irrelevant video
clips. The combination of OM, DP, and IF has a higher time
complexity but is more effective in similarity measure. They can
serve to rank only those clips retained by MM.

A. Hierarchical Framework

To construct the hierarchical framework, we need to show that
MM does not filter any video clip that is not also filtered by OM
as well. In other words, if and are sets of similar clips
retained by MM and OM, respectively, then . If the
claim is correct, the hierarchical framework is not only efficient
but also as effective as using OM, DP, and IF alone. The claim
can be proved based on the definition of MM and OM in graph
theory as follows.

Theorem 1:

Let be the number of edges by MM and be the
number of edges by OM, under the same bipartite graph setting
as (4) (i.e., the edges with similarity below or equal to are
removed from consideration). Then

(10)

Proof: By (2) in Definition 3, OM is a matching with
maximum weight. This implies that OM is also a cardi-
nality matching. Hence, based on Definition 2, we have

.

Theorem 2:

Let be the set of video clips retained by MM and be
the set of video clips retained by OM. Then

(11)

Proof: Denote as the number of shots in a query clip, and
is a parameter such that decides if a clip in

the database should be filtered. If , then
since by Theorem 1. Since the clips whose

matching shots are not less than are retained by MM and
OM, .

In setting the hierarchical framework, is a parameter that
controls the number of clips to be retained for OM. If the value
of is large, the response time of a query will be slow. In our im-
plementation, the is set to two, as mentioned in Section III-C.

B. Query-Dependent Video Clip Segmentation

In a video database, clips are not always available for re-
trieval. While shot boundaries can be readily located and in-
dexed, clips boundaries are relatively harder to obtain since the
detection of boundaries usually involves a certain degree of se-
mantic understanding. The decomposition of videos into se-
mantic clips is, in general, a hard problem. In this paper, in-
stead of explicitly locating the boundaries of clips prior to video
retrieval, we propose an implicit approach that exploits the in-
herent matching relationship between a given query and videos
for online clip segmentation. Note that we do not need to “fix”
the clip boundaries in videos for retrieval. The clips are indeed
adaptively segmented during retrieval to meet the requirement
of different queries. In other words, the results of clip segmen-
tation can vary depending on the content of a query. Our ap-
proach is flexible in the sense that clip segmentation is query
dependent, and, furthermore, no knowledge of clip boundaries
is assumed before retrieval. The idea is similar to [5], where a
sliding window (the window width depends on query length) is
used for online clip identification. In our case, bipartite graph
matching is exploited and 1-D clustering is used to extract po-
tential clips with lengths that are independent of query length.

Given a query clip and a video (usually ),
a bipartite graph is constructed by matching the shots in to
the shots in by (4). The mapping is a many-to-many rela-
tionship, i.e., a shot can map to multiple shots in as long as
they are considered similar based on the definition in (4). De-
note to indicate whether a shot in is matched
by a shot in . The mapping usually forms a number of dense
and sparse clusters (with representing a match) along
the 1-D space of . The dense clusters indicate the presence of
potentially similar video clips in with the query clip, while
the sparse clusters can probably mean noisy matching.

One straightforward way of implicit clip segmentation is to
extract the dense clusters directly from the 1-D space. The
procedure can be described as a 1-D connected-component
grouping of the matched shot in . To do this, we need two
parameters , where specifies how to extract a cluster (or
connected components) while specifies how to filter sparse
clusters. The algorithm is formulated as follows. We check
the distance between all adjacent shots with . Basi-
cally, indicates the number of 0s between two neighboring
1s (or matched shots). All of the adjacent shots with
are grouped into one cluster. In other words, the shot at the
boundary of a cluster has at least consecutive unmatched
shots with other clusters. Once the clusters are
extracted, we filter those clusters whose .

In the experiments, we set and . A large
value of can cause undersegmentation, while a small value of
can cause oversegmentation of video clips. The value of is not
easy to set, however, when , the setting mostly
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yields satisfactory results for our database of approximately 21
h of videos and 20 000 shots. The value of is set based on

described in Theorem 2. Since , any clip with
can never satisfy and thus should not

be considered.
A major advantage of our approach is that the segmentation

is always tailored to the content of a query clip. Only those
clips related to the query are segmented for retrieval. However,
an implicitly segmented video clip may not be a precise scene
or story since its boundary may contain shots from other clips
and, furthermore, the clip itself could probably be composed
of more than one clip due to undersegmentation. Some of
these deficiencies, auspiciously, can be discarded during the
similarity ranking of optimal matching. OM can be utilized
not only to match similar shots, but also to split a clip and
refine its boundary. Given a video clip
and a query clip , suppose only shots are
matched with , and . The unmatched shots

and can be
pruned if and ,
respectively. Otherwise, and are split from as the
new clips for similarity ranking by OM.

V. VIDEO SUMMARIZATION

One application of the clip-based similarity measure is event
detection for video summarization. Here, we apply the proposed
similarity measure for the clustering of news clips collected
from news programs across different TV channels. The aim
is to group clips which are under the same event but reported
by various sources at different periods of time. Based on the
outcome of clustering, video summaries which can include the
highlighted events reported by different newscasts are automat-
ically generated.

A. Graph-Based Clustering

Given a set of video clips, we model the similarity among
clips as a weighted undirected graph , where is
a set of video clips, and is a set of edges that describes the
proximity of clips. Our aim is to decompose into subgraphs
(or clusters) so as to minimize the intracluster distance while
maximizing the intercluster distance. We adopt the normalized
cut algorithm [22] for the recursive bipartitioning of into the
clusters of clips. Normalized cut aims to globally and optimally
partition a graph into two disjoint sets and
by minimizing

(12)

where
(13)

(14)

is the sum of interclip similarity between and ,
is the total similarity for all pairs of clips that con-

nect and , and is the
similarity between clips and modified based on (5). The mod-
ification is to make . is

not used because it only affects the ranking but not the clustering
of video clips. Equation (12) can be transformed to a standard
eigen system

(15)

where and are matrices. is a diagonal matrix
with and is a symmetrical
matrix with .

In (15), the eigen vector that corresponds to the second
smallest eigen value is used to find the sets and . The value
0 is selected as the splitting point to divide the eigen vector
into two parts that correspond to and , respectively. The
algorithm runs recursively to further bipartitioning the resulting
sets (or clusters). The procedure terminates when the average
similarity for all pairs of video clips in a cluster is below ,
where and are the mean and standard deviation of all clip
similarity in , respectively, and is an empirical parameter.

B. Highlight Detection

Based on the event clusters obtained in Section V-A, high-
light can be readily detected by selecting the representative clips
from the clusters with large size. Assuming that the skimming
time of a summary is given, we use two heuristic criterion to
select the highlight from clusters.

• Cluster size. Highlight events are usually repeatedly broad-
cast by different TV channels at different periods of time.
Therefore, the number of times an event is broadcast is a
vivid hint to deciding the highlight. Based on the skimming
time constraint , we select the clusters for highlight sum-
marization in the descending order of their cluster sizes.

• Globality of an event. An event that is broadcast by dif-
ferent TV channels is intuitively more important than an
event that is broadcast by one channel only. Similarly, an
event that is broadcast at different periods of time (e.g.,
morning, afternoon, and night) is more important than an
event reported only at a particular time of day. Hence, we
use these two hints (the number of channels and the number
of periods) that an event is broadcast to decide the high-
light, when the cluster sizes of two events are the same.

For each selected cluster , one representative clip is chosen
for highlight summary. We select the clip (medoid) that is most
centrally located in a cluster as representative. The medoid clip

is the clip whose sum of similarity with all other clips in its
cluster is maximum, i.e.,

(16)

VI. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experiment I: Retrieval

To evaluate the performance of the proposed hierarchical
framework for clip-based retrieval, we set up a database that
consists of approximately 1272 min (more than 21 h) of
videos. The genres of videos include news, sports, commer-
cials, movies, and documentaries collected from different TV
stations. In total, there are 19 929 shots. We conduct two
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TABLE II
STATISTICS OF TESTING QUERIES

TABLE III
COMPARISON BETWEEN LIU’S APPROACH AND OURS

experiments. The first one (cf. Section VI-A1) evaluates the
filtering and ranking capability of our approach. We compare
our approach with [16], which also considers different factors
for clip retrieval. The second experiment (cf. Section VI-A2)
assesses the performance of query-dependent segmentation and
retrieval, and we compare our approach with [5], which also
performs online clip segmentation and retrieval.

Various types of query are experimented for performance
evaluation. These queries include clips from commercial, news,
sport, movie and documentary videos. The relevancy of the
commercial clips is based on the same products of the same
companies. For news, the relevancy is based on the event. For
sports, the relevancy is determined by the types of games being
queried.3 For movie and documentary clips, the relevancy is
based on scenes with similar context. For each query, two
assessors are involved in relevancy judgment. One assessor
manually browses through the 21 h of videos and collects the
relevant clips. The second assessor further verifies and confirms
the relevancy of collected clips. In the experiments, since clips
are segmented online, the results of segmentation will affect
retrieval accuracy. In assessing the relevancy, a retrieved clip is
judged to be relevant only if there is an overlap of at least 80%
of shots with a relevant clip in the ground truth.

In total, 60 queries including clips from commercials, news,
sports, movies, and documentaries are used for testing. Table II
shows the statistics of the testing queries. The last two columns
of Table II show the average difference of a query and a rel-

3The sport clips in our database are from news videos and weekly or daily
reviews of sports games. Therefore, it is reasonable to judge the relevancy of
sport clips by the type of game.

TABLE IV
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR VIDEO CLIP FILTERING AND RETRIEVAL

evant clip in terms of the number of shots and frames. Com-
pared with the average shot length of a query, there are 7.75%,
48.11%, 164.67%, 149.38%, and 58.77% differences for com-
mercial, news, sports, movie, and documentary clips, respec-
tively. This somewhat indicates the difficulty of retrieving clips
where the shot lengths of certain video genres can be quite dif-
ferent.

1) Clip-Based Retrieval: We compare our approach with
Liu’s approach in [16]. As indicated in Table I, Liu’s approach
is similar to ours since various factors are taken into account for
similarity measures of clips, although the underlying matching
methodology and algorithms vary a lot. The major difference
between these two approaches are summarized in Table III. In
[16], a clustering-based algorithm is used to decide the matching
of shots in two clips. The aim of the algorithm is to cluster the
pairwise similarities of shots into the two groups which corre-
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TABLE V
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR THE FILTERING AND RETRIEVAL OF NEWS CLIPS (MM + OM + DP + IF)

spond to the matched and unmatched shots. This is achieved by
maximizing the centroid distance between two groups. Based
on the matched shots, the temporal order, speed (duration dif-
ference), disturbance (number of unmatched shots), and congre-
gation (number of one-to-one mapping) are computed for sim-
ilarity measure. In our approach, the matching of shots and the
degree of congregation are measured directly by OM. Dynamic
programming is employed to measure the temporal order of two
sequences. In [16], this value is measured by calculating the per-
centage of matching shots that are in reverse order. Our interfer-
ence factor is the same as disturbance, and we do not use speed,
since duration is not a critical factor in reflecting similarity, par-
ticularly when the unmatched shots are available. Notice that
both approaches use different shot representation and similarity
measurement. Our shot representation based on [20] is imple-
mented to operate in a compressed domain and is not suitable for
the extraction of Tamura features used in [16]. Basically, Liu’s
approach functions in uncompressed domain, and the shot sim-
ilarity measurement is based on the weighted combination of
color and Tamura features.

Liu’s approach [16] assumes that video clips are presegmented
and always available for retrieval. As a result, we manually seg-
ment the 21 h of videos into clips, and, in total, there are 1288 seg-
mented video clips in our database. In the experiment, while the
results of [16] are based on the retrieval of manually segmented
video clips, our approach adopts the online automatic segmenta-
tion described in Section IV-B for retrieval.

TABLE VI
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR THE FILTERING AND RETRIEVAL OF SPORT CLIPS

(MM + OM + DP + IF)

a) Video clip filtering: We use precision and recall to mea-
sure the performance. The recall and precision are defined as
follows:

Precision
Number of relevant clips being retained

Number of clips being retained

Recall
Number of relevant clips being retained

Number of relevant clips

In [16], no mechanism is proposed for the filtering of irrel-
evant clips. During the implementation, we set an optimized
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Fig. 2. Retrieval results of news query #2. Query clip is listed in first row. The correct matches are shown one row after another according to the ranked order.

Fig. 3. Retrieval results of sports query #4. The query clip is listed in the first row. The correct matches are shown one row after another according to the ranked
order.

threshold for this purpose. We systematically try different
threshold values and select the one which gives the best overall
recall and precision in our database as the threshold.

Table IV shows the experimental results of both approaches.
The commercial retrieval is relatively easy since the visual
content of relevant commercial clips is usually similar and
the major differences are in temporal order and duration due
to different shot composition. Both approaches achieve high
recall, but our approach achieves better precision. Compared
with commercial clips, the effective retrieval of news and
sports video clips is harder because different newscasts tend
to report the same event with different camera shootings and
editions. In addition, more shots are generally included for
a clip reported in a news program of longer duration. The
details of news and sports queries are listed in Tables V and
VI. Experimental results indicate that our proposed approach
is, overall, superior to Liu’s approach in terms of recall and

TABLE VII
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR VIDEO CLIP RANKING

precision, particularly in the retrieval of news and sports video
clips collected from different TV channels. For movie and
documentary queries, our approach shows constantly better
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TABLE VIII
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR THE RANKING OF NEWS CLIPS (OM + DP + IF)

performance. By manually investigating the retrieval results,
we find that the advantage of our approach is mainly due to:
1) effectiveness of online clip segmentation in removing the
sparse clusters of clips from graph matching and 2) capability
of MM in filtering large amount of irrelevant clips.

Figs. 2 and 3 show the retrieval results of news query #2 and
sports query #4, respectively (due to the limitation of space,
we do not show all of the shots). Compared with commercial
clips, the effective retrieval of news and sport clips is difficult,
since the same event is usually reported in different profiles,
editions, and camera angles, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Despite
the difficulties, the proposed retrieval framework is still able to
filter, match, and then rank the relevant clips with reasonably
good accuracy.

b) Video clip ranking: In this experiment, our aim is to com-
pare the ranking capability of both approaches. Specifically, the
rank of each relevant clip is taken into account for performance
evaluation, regardless of whether a clip is being filtered. Thus,
MM is excluded from testing, otherwise relevant clips being fil-
tered cannot be assessed. We use average recall (AR) and av-
erage normalized modified retrieval rank (ANMRR) [28] for
performance evaluation. The values of AR and ANMRR range
from . A high value of AR denotes the superior ability in
retrieving relevant clips, while a low value of ANMRR indicates
the high retrieval rate with relevant clips ranked at the top [28].

Table VII summarizes the experimental results while Ta-
bles VIII and IX show the details of news and sports retrieval.
For the retrieval of commercial clips, both approaches attain
almost perfect AR and ANMRR. This implies that all relevant
clips are retrieved and ranked at the top. For the retrieval of clips
from other video genres, our approach is constantly better than
Liu’s approach. By tracing the details of experimental results,
we found that the cluster-based and temporal order algorithms

TABLE IX
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR THE RANKING OF SPORTS CLIPS (OM+DP+ IF)

used in Liu’s approach cannot always give satisfactory results.
In contrast, the proposed clip-based similarity can rank at least
half of the relevant clips at the top- ranked list ( depends on
the number of relevant clips [28]).

The results in Table VII are based on the setting of
(visual and granularity), (temporal order), and

(interference). To investigate the effects of various
factors, we conduct experiments to study the sensitivity of dif-
ferent settings for news, sports, movie, and documentary re-
trieval.4 Table X shows the empirical results of varying the factor

from 1.0 to 0.0. Basically, the performance is good when
, and otherwise degrades. For the extreme

case when , the performance is indeed not as good as
when . When both ,

4The effect of varying factors to commercial retrieval is insignificant, and thus
the result is not shown.
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TABLE X
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

TABLE XI
RESULT OF CLIP SEGMENTATION

the best performance is achieved. Overall, by attempting dif-
ferent settings, the results (except documentary queries) are still
better than Liu’s approach, except when .

Currently, on a Pentium-M 1.5-GHz machine with 512-M
memory, the average retrieval time for a query by using OM
DP IF is approximately 1.639 s. If MM OM DP IF is
used, the average retrieval time is 0.971 s. Although the MM and
OM are not linear time algorithms, they are still very efficient
even in a large database, since the online segmentation (linear
time algorithm) has removed large portions of video segments
from consideration before MM and OM matching.

3) Query-Dependent Clip Segmentation and Retrieval: Even
though the retrieved clips by our approach are segmented online,
the boundaries of most clips are precisely located, particularly
when OM is used to refine the boundaries of the retrieved clips.
To verify the performance, we count the number of falsely in-
cluded (false positive) and missed (false negative) shots over all
of the retrieved and relevant clips of 60 queries. In addition, we
compare our approach with Chen and Chua’s approach in [5],
which also performs query-dependent clip segmentation. In [5],
a sliding window with length (in terms of shot number) set to
be 10% larger than the query is moved along the time axis to
locate the potential candidates. Table XI summarizes the per-
formance of segmentation in terms of recall and precision. For
our approach, only a few oversegmentation and undersegmenta-
tion of clips happen. On average, each retrieved clip has at most
two falsely included and three missed shots. Overall, our ap-
proach achieves precision of 95% and recall of 92%, compared
with Chen’s approach with 80% of precision and 73% recall.
Our approach outperforms Chen’s method in all video genres
we have tested.

To contrast both approaches in term of retrieval effectiveness,
we conduct another experiment using the same set of 60 queries.
Since the aim of this experiment is to assess the performance
of retrieval with different segmentation schemes, we implement
[5] with the same key-frame representation and shot similarity
measurement as ours. Table XII shows the experimental results.
Overall, our approach constantly show better performance than
[5]. Chen’s approach shows competitive results for matching
identical or almost identical clips (e.g., commercials), but not for
clips that have undergone different capturing and editing effects.

B. Experiment II: Summarization

We use 10 h of videos for testing. These videos are recorded
continuously for four days from seven different TV channels.
There are a total of 40 different news programs with durations
ranging from 5 to 30 min. As observed from these videos, the
same events are repeatedly broadcast in different editions and
profiles by different stations. Even the same event reported at
the same channel can be shown differently at different times of
reporting.

We manually segment the videos into clips. In total, there are
439 news clips. The number of events that are reported more
than once are summarized in Table XIII. In total, there are 115
clips involved in reporting 41 events. Our aim is to group news
clips that describe the same event under a cluster and then select
the clusters as well as the representatives of clusters for summa-
rization.

1) Clustering: We employ F-measure [23] to evaluate the
performance of video clip clustering. F-measure evaluates the
quality of clusters by comparing the detected and ground-truth
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TABLE XII
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH CHEN’S APPROACH

clusters. Letting be the set of ground-truth clusters and be
the set of detected clusters, the F-measure is given as

(17)

(18)

where

(19)

(20)

The term is a normalization constant. The
value of is in the range , and indicates perfect
clustering. By the normalized cut algorithm and clip-based sim-
ilarity, we detect 291 clusters in the 10 h of videos. The value of
F-measure is , where and .
Table XIV shows the details of few clustering results. Some
clusters such as events #1 and #3 are oversegmented into two
clusters, respectively. Some false clips are included due to the
similarity in background color, but no relevant clip is missed.
Because we select the medoid of a cluster as representative, false
clips are not selected in video summaries. Fig. 4 shows the clus-
tering result of event #6 in Table XIV. Our approach success-
fully groups the three video clips in one cluster although they
are from three different TV channels and appear differently.

2) News Summation: Given a skimming time, our approach
selects clusters based on the cluster size and globality of events.
The medoids of selected clusters are then included in the sum-
mary. The ground-truth summary is manually generated in the
same way based on the ground-truth clusters. For instance, when
the skimming time equals 10 min, the ground-truth summary
includes all three events that are broadcast six times and the
other three events that are reported four times (see Table XIII).
Table XV shows the results of summarization. Experimental re-
sults indicate that our approach can include most of the expected
events for summarization. Some events are repeated due to the
oversegmentation of clusters.

C. Discussion

1) Retrieval by Compact Representation Beyond Shot Struc-
ture: Our clip similarity measurement is based on the matching
of information at the shot level. One practical question is the

TABLE XIII
NUMBERS OF NEWS EVENTS THAT ARE BROADCAST MORE THAN ONE TIME

effectiveness of retrieval compared with those that perform
matching grounded on compact video representation that is
beyond shot structure. Possible ways of compact representation
include summarization of clip information and clustering of
clips prior to retrieval. Both approaches, particularly the latter
one, can speed up the matching time, at the expense of re-
quiring the segmentation of clips in advance. The deployment
of compact representation beyond shot relies on the argument
of whether to perform clip segmentation before or during
retrieval.

Segmentation of clips, in general, is task-, domain-, and
even user-dependent. Clip segmentation has been studied by
[2], [3], [10], [27] but with varying clip definitions. Although
accurate segmentation results are shown, they usually depend
on the types of videos being used. Indeed, it is not easy to
find a concise clip definition to be shared by different video
genres. For video retrieval across genres, our query-dependent
segmentation strategy alleviates the need for segmentation in
advance and delays the segmentation decision until the avail-
ability of query requirement. With our approach, speed may be
a concern since shot-to-shot similarity comparison is required
during retrieval. Nevertheless, owing to the fact that we use
a compact representation for shot content, the comparison
between shots is indeed fast. Although clustering of clips can
provide better speed efficiency, it does have the disadvantage
that any mistake made during segmentation may not easily
be corrected during retrieval. Our proposed clip segmentation
and filtering techniques are suitable for retrieval tasks where
the clip cannot be readily defined before retrieval and when
cluster-based clip indexing is absent.

2) Multiple Features: In videos, there are multiple features
(e.g., color, motion, duration, average shot length, shot tempo,
audio, and caption) that can be jointly utilized to improve the
retrieval accuracy of our approach. In this paper, we consider
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Fig. 4. Clustering results of event #6 in Table XIV. The three news clips are clustered correctly. The cluster medoid is listed in the second row.

TABLE XIV
CLUSTERING RESULTS OF SOME NEWS EVENTS

TABLE XV
RESULTS OF SUMMARIZATION FROM VIDEOS OF 10 H

only color information, although other features can also be in-
corporated into the current framework. When multiple features
are under sail, perhaps an associated problem is how to fuse
or integrate multiple information for more effective retrieval.
Since this paper focuses on the clip similarity measure, the
issue of multifeature integration is not addressed. Nonetheless,
to show the effectiveness of our framework with multiple fea-
tures, we conduct a simple experiment to investigate retrieval
performance when color and motion features are utilized. For
each shot, in addition to color feature, an eight-bin motion
directional histogram is generated by extracting motion vectors
in the compressed domain. Histogram intersection is used as
the distance measure for motion features. The color and motion
cues are fused linearly, with color having a weight of 0.7 and
motion with a weight of 0.3. Table XVI shows the experimental
results. Overall, the ranking of news and sport clips improves,
while there is no change for commercial clips, when both color
and motion features are incorporated.

3) Matching Effectiveness: There might be multiple shots in
clip that are similar to one shot in clip . For this case, the
use of IF under one-to-one matching may not be a fair strategy.
To tackle this problem, one possible way is to allow many-to-
many (M2M) matching. Nevertheless, the disadvantage of M2M
is that false matches can easily be included during matching.
M2M has the potential to become a good scheme for retrieval,
but only if there exists a good mechanism for reducing false
matches when granting one shot to match multiple shots. Under
the constraint of one-to-one mapping, the role of interference is
to downgrade similarity for clips with unmatched shots. Obvi-
ously, it is not fair to penalize the true but unmatched shots, but
in practice there is no good solution to decide which shots are
actually “true but unmatched.” In our approach, even though IF
is considered, it only affects similarity ranking but not overall
recall when clip filtering is used.

On the other hand, we might have the case where two clips
are similar but with only a few shots being matched, e.g., two
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TABLE XVI
RETRIEVAL RESULTS FOR MULTIPLE FEATURES

clips taken in the same place but in different parts of the loca-
tion, with only a few shots sharing similar visual information.
Owing to the lack of visual evidence, our clip filtering discards
the clips from further consideration. Generally speaking, this is
an extremely difficult case, considering the fact that most shot
contents in two clips appear differently even when they are cap-
tured in the same physical location. One plausible way to solve
this problem is to reconstruct the location information of a clip
for matching, as attempted by Aner in [2] and [3]. Neverthe-
less, the reconstruction of location information is appropriate
perhaps for certain kinds of dramas (for example, sitcoms used
in [2] and [3]), where one scene usually takes place in one loca-
tion. In general, location reconstruction is not trivial when con-
sidering videos across multiple genres.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have presented the proposed approach and algorithm
for clip-based similarity measure. Two major applications:
hierarchical video retrieval and video summarization, based
on the similarity measure, have also been described and ex-
perimented. Encouraging results have been obtained through
the performance evaluation in two databases with 21 and 10 h
of videos, respectively. Experimental results suggest that the
proposed MM is effective in filtering irrelevant clips, while OM
is capable of effectively retrieving and clustering video clips of
same event.

Although the current clip-based similarity measure considers
only color features, other features such as motion, audio, and
caption can also be incorporated in the existing framework to
improve the retrieval accuracy. Currently, the implementation
of MM and OM is based on the Kuhn and Kuhn–Munkres algo-
rithms, which require and , respectively, where

and are the number of shots and matching edges. Faster
versions of MM and OM exist [21]; for instance, the computa-
tional complexity of MM can be as fast as and OM
can be as fast as . In addition, approximate
versions of MM and OM algorithms do exist [4], [21] that pro-
vide another glimpse of opportunity to compromise the tradeoff
between speed and retrieval effectiveness.
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